
This Week At CaptCan Comics
Another exciting week in comics has come and gone faster than The
Flash. In case you missed anything catch up on everything in comics
this week below.

A Note From Jayden
What a week! Construction in our back room is nearly complete &
the whole team is getting used to working in the new space. The
front room is framed, drywalled and mudded – paint and our
custom cabinets we’ve ordered are next up, and then we will
have a nice new store opened! We’re building another office
space too – it never ends! Next Friday a few of us are flying out to
Calgary to pickup a couple of collections and drive them home.
There’s some CRAZY books in there…. Can’t wait to share them
with you folks!

-Jayden

New Release Overload
This Tuesday we had a bunch of new releases launch! Hulk
#3 arrived and sold out, Venom #4 launched with a sick
homage AND SOLD OUT! We still have tons of copies of
Moon Knight, Nightwing, Animal Castle #2 AND MORE! Get
yours now!

Derek's Back Issue Watch
Books on our site can sometimes be forgotten about or
missed with our huge inventory and uploads! Not to worry,
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check out these key issues that Derek doesn't want you to
miss out on! 

- Godzilla: Rulers Of Earth 20 NM

- Godzilla: Rulers Of Earth 17 NM-

- Godzilla: Rulers Of Earth 22

- Godzilla: Rulers Of Earth 8

Derek's Weekly Graphic Novel
This week Derek wants to remind everyone that we have
Sandman Trades and Miracleman Trades! With Miracle Man
returning to Marvel this year and JamesTynion writing a new
Sandman series, now is the perfect time to pick these up
and read! Check them out below!

Miracleman Vol 3 Olympus TPB

Sandman Trades

VENOM #5 EXCLUSIVE
HOMAGE

Our latest Exclusive just launched! Venom #5 Will
Sliney Exclusive Homage to Amazing Spider-Man
#316! Click the link below and GET YOURS NOW! 

Shop Venom #5 Exclusive Homage Variant

Hulk #3 Sells Out!
Hulk #3 sold out on our website and app in minutes
Tuesday night! This super HOT issue is becoming
harder to find and increasing in price! Don't worry you
can still get yourself a copy at a great price! We still
have a LIMITED supply of Turini Exclusives available
now in Trade dress and Virgin! GRAB YOURS AND
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DON'T MISS OUT ON THIS AWESOME BOOK! Click
the link below to order now!!

Hulk #3 Turini Exclusive

Next Week's New Comics
Wondering what's coming out next week? We've
got you covered. Some of next week's hot books
include:

Saga #55
Amazing Spider-Man #87
Batman / Catwoman Special #1
Thor #21
Devil's Reign #3
Death of Doctor Strange #5 
Crossover #11
Robin #10
House of Slaughter #4
Human Target #4
Harley Quinn #11
Once & Future #24
Task Force Z #4
May Jane & Black Cat: Beyond #1
Newburn #3

AND MORE! If you missed a pre-order or are
looking for a new release, we will have an upload of
new releases with our back issues on Tuesday! 

DC Kills The Justice League
Wednesday saw an announcement from Joshua
Williamson, that Justice League #75 in April will serve
as the final issue. The issue is titled "Death Of The
Justice League" and teased as "Not a dream. Not an 
imaginary story. DC's greatest heroes are pulled to an 
epic war and lose. Welcome to a World without a 
Justice League." 
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This event is set to begin the third act of Infinite
Frontier and tell more of Williamsons over-story that
began in Infinite Frontier #0! 

The Defenders Will Return
Marvel confirmed this week in the finale of Defender
#5 that a new Defenders project is in the works! No
other information is currently available at this time,
but Marvel solicitations are just around the corner!

Sandman Universe Expands
The Corinthian will be the focus of a new ongoing
series set in the Sandman Universe! The new DC
Black Label series is titles The Sandman Universe:
Nightmare Country, and will be written by James
Tynion IV. 

The series will recruit a different guest artist for each
issue to illustrate a nightmare dream sequence.
Yanick Paquette takes over the first issue, set to
debut on April 12th! 

Spider-Man 60th
Anniversary Variants
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Spider-Man is celebrating his 60th this year! In
additon to relaunching Amazing Spider-Man into the
"Amazing Era" with an all new #1, April will see a
bunch of Spider-Man variant covers across Marvel
titles. Each title will see that titular character
mashed-up with Spider-Man! Books include:

Carnage #2
Shang-Chi #11
Thor #24
Venom #7
Silk #4
Silver Surfer Rebirth #4
Iron Man #19
Immortal X-Men #2
Captain Marvel #39!

Keep an eye on our Pre-Sales in the coming week
for when we update and add these variant covers for
pre-order!

DC Announces Flash Prequel
The Flash movie is coming this year! And before
Ezra Miller returns as the Scarlet Speedster, DC will
be putting out a prequel series. The series will be 3
issues long and titled; The Flash: The Fastest Man
Alive. 

IDW Looses Transformers and
G.I. Joe

Yesterday it was confirmed that publisher IDW would
no longer be publishing Transformers or G.I. Joe
comics after 2022. A new publisher is yet to be
announced, but rumors are circulating that Robert
Kirkman's Skybound is in talks to takeover the
Hasbro properties. 

Seven New Exclusives!
We launched 7 new exclusives this week! 

Venom #5 Will Sliney Exclusive Variant

Rad Wraith #1 Christopher Bust Exclusives (3 different
covers!)
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Prophet #1 Facsimilie Edition Ryan Brown Exclusive

Prophet #1 Facsimilie Edition John Giang Exclusive

Prophet #1 Facsimilie Edition Paolo Pantalena
Exclusive

Spider-Gwen Gwenverse #1 Nakayama Virgin
Exclusive

NYX #4 Nathan Szerdy Exclusive Variant 

Check out these awesome exclusives now and stay
tuned for more exclusives coming soon!

Expanding Our Online Presence
CaptCan has recently started to expand our selves
online. We have launched a Twitter and Sub-Reddit, as
well as a Pressing Instagram and a Pressing Facebook
Page. Make sure you're following each of them for
news, updates, sneak peeks, and future giveaways!!
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